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SPOILER WARNING

While this is an Emil POV of his !rst meeting
with Adie, it contains spoiler information not
revealed until Succubus Harem 25.

Read at your own risk!
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“I don’t see why you can’t just handle this by
yourself,” I say as I scroll through the most
recent !nancial report to come across my

desk. Ice curls through my body, a slow shift of
glaciers that creak in my bones and turn my
nails blue. “I’m busy. We have loans that aren’t
pulling their weight. You and Kellen already out
voted me, so why does it matter if I meet her
!rst? Just move her in tonight.”

“I don’t really see that happening.” Tobias
leans against the edge of his desk where I’d
ensconced myself twenty-minutes ago, partially
blocking the screen from view. “She’s feisty.”

“You mean she’s trouble.” I lean back and
curl my !ngers over the armrests. Snow"akes
spread out from under my palms, and I shift my
hands to my lap before I ruin another chair. If
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Tobias would just get a heated chair like mine,
this wouldn’t be a problem.

Damn our previous succubus for skipping
out, and damn Landrogath for putting us in this
current situation. For all that he’s turned into a
slob, his word holds sway over the younger
succubi in town. We could go around him, but
those powerful enough to stand up to
Landrogath will be impossible to handle. We
need to o#oad our destructive powers, not put
our lives at risk every time we bed down with
our next vessel.

“You’ll change your mind once you meet
her.” Tobias grips my shoulder, the heat of
volcanoes easing away some of the constant chill.
“It’s important that we get along.”

“Why?” I shrug o$ his touch, not liking how
much I appreciate the heat. It just makes it
harder when the ice returns. “We didn’t get
along with the last one, and she still served her
purpose.”

Tobias snorts. “And she was a complete
nightmare. I had to gag her half the time just to
get it up.”

I cut him a sharp glance. “Wasn’t gagging
her what did it for you, anyway?”
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Malicious humor glows in the depths of his
dark eyes. “%at’s beside the point.”

“Can’t we just truss up this new one...” I
pause and leaf through the thick contract that
waits on his desk. “Adeline Boo Pond? What
kind of name is that?”

Tobias lifts a shoulder. “She’s Landrogath’s
trainee. He’s gone weird in his old age.”

Weird. I mouth the word, letting it roll
around on my tongue. %at’s not the way I
would describe the once great incubus. Some say
he’s gone native, spending too much time on the
human plane, but he feels tired to me. Taking on
a trainee is probably the only thing that’s kept
him from dissipating.

It happens with the old ones, and I can’t say
I haven’t considered it once or twice over the
centuries. Just shucking my corporeal form and
letting the cold take me. If it decimates this
current civilization in the process... humans are a
resilient species. %ey’ll !gure out a way to
survive.

Tobias’s burning touch snaps me out of
dreams of ice ages, and my eyes jerk up to !nd
him frowning.

His hand falls away from my cheek. “Stay a
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little longer. If you go, Kellen will, too, and I’m
not ready for this world to end.”

“Don’t worry.” I shake myself, ice crystals
cracking away. “I have a few more centuries
in me.”

A light on the phone on Tobias’s desk "ashes
red, and I reach out to press the speaker. “Yes?”

A smooth, masculine voice comes through
the line. “Mr. König, Ms. Pond has arrived.”

“Bring her back.” I nudge Tobias until he
shifts position and turns on the camera in my
empty o&ce. Seeing what someone does when
left alone tells a lot about their character.

After a moment, the microphones pick up
the knock sounds, coming through mu#ed by
the reinforced door. It’s a security measure
Tobias insisted on and has slowed down
unhappy clients more than once while our
specialized security team contained the situation.

I press a button installed to the underside of
his desk, releasing the lock, and on the camera,
the door swings open.

In the doorway, the receptionist steps to the
side, motioning to the person behind him.
“Please, step inside.”

As Ms. Pond enters the o&ce, my !rst
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impression is small and nervous. I !nd her
underwhelming after Tobias’s and Kellen’s
enthusiastic endorsements. She’s gorgeous,
obviously, but so are all succubi. It’s how they’re
designed, and I learned long ago to look past
large breasts and round hips meant to be
grabbed. No matter how nicely outlined by a
smart jacket and pencil skirt.

As the receptionist shuts the door and leaves
her alone, she glances around the o&ce, taking
in the sitting area o$ to the left that holds a
leather sofa and matching arm chairs in front of
an unlit !replace, and the large executive desk
on the right, pretentious beyond functionality,
but good for putting people immediately in their
place.

After only a brief hesitation, she hurries to
the desk, then pauses again, shifting from one
foot to the other. She turns, as if searching for
something, giving the camera an enticing look as
she nibbles on her plump, lower lip. Lips meant
for pleasure, not for nervous chewing.

I shift in the chair, leaning closer to the
screen. With her hair pulled back, it’s di&cult to
see her coloring. Not that a succubus’s color says
anything about their personality. I’ve met more
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than one pastel succubus that was downright
nasty, and not in the good way.

I lean back in the chair. “I don’t like her.”
“You haven’t even spoken, yet,” Tobias

chides.
“She looks young.” When he stays silent, I

cut him a sharp glance. “How old is she?”
His expression turns impassive. “Does that

really matter?”
I swear under my breath before pushing

away from his desk and standing. “Are you
coming?”

“No, I’ll give you a chance to meet her
alone.” He slips into his abandoned chair, and
the ice I left behind instantly evaporates. “Try
not to run her o$.”

“I make no promises.” Straightening my tie,
I walk to the door that connects Tobias’s o&ce to
mine.

She’s staring at the sitting area when I enter,
but I know the moment she senses my presence
by the sudden stillness in her body.

“Ms. Pond, a pleasure to meet you,” I say as
I walk toward my desk, and hide my pleasure as
she shivers.

Slowly, she turns to face me, pale-blue eyes
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framed in thick, sooty lashes meeting mine.
Blue. We haven’t had a succubus of that coloring
before.

Her plump lips purse like she just bit into
something sour before she pulls back her
shoulders, her expression turning determined.
“Mr. König, thank you for meeting with me.”

“Please, call me Emil.” My attention drops
to the vase in her hands. What I !rst took for
"owers turns out to be frosted purple cupcakes,
and the corner of my lips twitch with
amusement. “Would you like to set that on the
desk and take a seat?”

“Yes, thank you.” She gently places the
edible bouquet o$ to one side of my desk,
fussing with it for a moment before she perches
on the edge of the chair to the right.

I settle into my heated chair and lean back to
absorb the warmth it o$ers. “You are here today
to apply for a business loan?”

She nods quickly. “Yes, for the start up costs
of an over-the-counter bakery.”

Giving up the cozy warmth, I lean forward
to fold my hands on top of the desk. “Do you
have an executive summary to review?”

“Yes, right here.” She opens her briefcase,
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pulls out a piece of paper, and leans forward to
place it on the desk, missing by a foot thanks to
the purposeful distance kept between the desk
and the chairs meant for clients.

Blood creeps up her neck, !lling the room
with a blush of warmth, and I resist the urge to
catch her hand and steal that heat as she stands
to place the summary on the desk before
resuming her seat.

Dragging my eyes from her temptingly pink
skin, I read through the form quickly and arch
one eyebrow. It’s not a bad plan, with all of her
startup costs itemized down to the stationary for
taking orders. I lift my gaze to hers. “You’re
asking for !fty-thousand dollars?”

“Yes, for rental space, reconstruction, and
equipment,” she says, her expression earnest,
borderline naive.

Does she not understand where she is? Does
she really think this is just a business meeting?

I set the piece of paper o$ to the side. “How
much have you already invested?”

She catches her lower lip between her teeth
before letting it go. “I have the money ready to
register the business, and I’ve created the
website.”
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“How much revenue have you made up to
this point from” —I glance at the bouquet of
cupcakes— “selling cupcakes?”

“None, so far.” She opens her briefcase once
more, pulling out more papers. “But this
diagram here shows how previous businesses
have performed in the area.”

She stands to hand me the folder, and I set it
aside without looking through it. “If other
businesses have done well, then why aren’t they
still active?”

“%e nearest one had a kitchen !re—”
“%e current market leans toward health

food,” I interrupt. “How do you plan to entice
customers to load up on sugar?”

“I’ll have healthier options, as well as a full
range of allergen alternatives.” She digs out
another piece of paper from her briefcase and
stands once more to set it on my desk. “I’ll also
o$er espresso.”

%is time, she stays standing, putting her
breasts in my direct line of sight. Does she think
I’ll be swayed by their tempting fullness?
%ough, the buttons of her blouse go up to her
throat, giving her a demure appearance. Her
skirt, also, reaches her knees.
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She’s actually covering quite a bit of skin for
a succubus. Is this a less-is-more situation? %en,
I meet her pale-blue eyes once more. Or perhaps
she doesn’t think showing skin will be necessary
to sway me. A delightful body isn’t a succubus’s
only weapon; not even the most dangerous one
in their arsenal.

As I skim over her sample menu, the prices
catch my attention. “You expect people to pay
eight dollars for co$ee?”

%e air around her warms, and I imagine the
"ush rising to her cheeks also creeping beneath
that prim collar of hers to spread over her
shoulders and down her chest. Her pale skin
looks good when she’s uncomfortable, a nice,
rosy glow that I want to steal until she turns
blue.

%e corners of her lips tighten, but she keeps
her voice level. “It’s espresso and cheaper than
the nearest competition.”

With one !nger, I pull her executive
summary back in front of me. “I don’t see a
place for employee salaries. Do you have training
to make good co$ee?”

Her blush deepens, and I catch the "ash of
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annoyance that she tries to hide. Anger is a good
emotion; a nice, hot emotion.

Her !ngers "ex as if she wants to !st them.
“I know how to make espresso.”

I glance at the cupcakes, then the desk next to
it for a to-go cup. I could use a nice, hot co$ee right
now. “Did you bring a sample of that, as well?”

%e muscles in her jaw jump as she bares her
teeth in a smile. “I can bring a sample by later
today, if you like.”

Or I can just have some delivered by one of
my secretaries. I’d far rather see what other warm
emotions Ms. Pond will give me.

I lean back and steeple my !ngers. “I really
don’t see how you need !fty thousand for this
little venture.”

%e warmth around her grows. “As you can
see on the summary—”

I hold up a hand to stop her, and the heat
increases. “Do you think the bank’s CEO usually
reviews such small applications? %is is a waste
of my time.”

She folds her arms across her stomach. “I’d
be happy to speak to one of your lower-level
loan o&cers.”
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Oh, no, that won’t be happening. Not with
how starved she smells. Not with the way power
curls around her lips and in the depths of her
eyes. She won’t be getting anywhere near a
lower-level demon who she can use her succubus
powers of manipulation on to simply steal !fty-
thousand dollars from my bank.

“Why?” I stand and match her pose, my
arms folding over my chest. “So you can use
your succubus wiles to get the loan?”

Her mouth drops open in shock. “How dare
you!”

“Am I wrong?” I lean across the desk, eyes
narrowing as I take another breath, barely able to
catch her scent.

A succubus in her state runs the risk of using
her powers to ensnare any human who crosses
her path. She should be shielding her eyes right
now, but she walked in without protection, not
knowing she would face a higher-level demon.

Which means she planned to manipulate a
loan out of my bank. “Where are your
sunglasses, Ms. Pond?”

Instead of being o$ended, though, the "ush
in her skin darkens as she stabs a !nger onto her
proposal. “%is is a sound investment.”
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“Is it?” Not believing her !rm tone, I lift my
brows. “You didn’t have enough con!dence in it
to come in ready to deal fairly.”

I expect simpering, an attempt at
seduction. I do not expect the hurt that
trembles her lower lip before her eyes "ash with
anger. “If you’d planned to reject it from the
beginning, you should have refused the
meeting.”

Eyes dropping, she reaches for the papers on
my desk, her desire to leave in every tense line of
her body.

Knowing the wrath Tobias will rain down on
me if I really do chase her o$, I "atten her menu
beneath by palm. “I didn’t say I would reject it.”

Her head jerks up. “Excuse me?”
She hasn’t managed to annoy me, yet, which

is more than I can say for our last succubus. But
I also don’t like that she thinks she can simply
leave after coming here.

“%is is a negotiation, is it not?” %e ice in
my bones shifts, the power I hold pushing for
release. However much I hate to admit it, we
need a succubus. “My business partner has a
contract already prepared for you.”

“I…” She blinks quickly, swaying as her
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anger vanishes. “What? You’re giving me the
loan?”

In answer, I pull my cellphone from inside
my suit jacket and lift it to my ear. It’s a ruse,
since Tobias will be watching through the
camera, but we like to hide our surveillance from
clients. “Please join us.”

I push the ice down and tuck the phone
away as the hidden door next to the bookcase
slides open. Tobias strolls into the o&ce, pulling
a wheeled briefcase behind him.

She freezes, her eyes wide as she watches
Tobias’s approach. “Fucking hell.”

Mischief dances in Tobias’s dark eyes. “Good
to see you again, Adeline.”

A tremble runs through her body, and I
frown at the sudden fear in her wide eyes. What
did Tobias do to put that expression on her face?
She glances at the bouquet of cupcakes she
brought, as if judging its worth as a weapon,
before her terror !lled eyes lift to meet mine. All
of the warmth drains from her body, leaving
only my ice to contend with Tobias’s heat, and
an unwilling desire to protect "ickers through
me before I ruthlessly quash it.

Once more, she surprises me when she
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stands her ground, planting her feet against her
obvious instinct to run.

Tobias continues forward, one hand
extended. “It’s nice to o&cially meet you. My
name is Tobias Braxton. I’m in charge of
contracts at K&B Financial.”

“Nice to meet you.” Suspicion in every
move, she shakes his hand quickly, then drops it
and wipes her palm against her skirt.

I sit back down, using the motion to mask
my smile. %ere aren’t many women resistant to
Tobias’s good looks.

But Tobias seems una$ected as he smiles.
“K&B Financial is ready to fully fund your
venture at two hundred percent above what
you’re asking for.”

“Excuse me?” Her eyes brighten with
excitement. “You don’t even know how much
I’m asking for.”

“We like to invest in fellow demons.”
Tobias’s eyes crinkle at the corners as his smile
widens. “It’s our way of encouraging our kind to
seek peaceful integration with humans.”

“Okay…” She glances at me, probably
wondering why I questioned her so vigorously if
we already planned to approve her loan.
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“If you’d like to sign the paperwork now, we
can have the check ready at the front desk before
you leave today.” Tobias lifts his briefcase onto
my desk and opens it to remove the thick
contract. Tobias smiles once more. “It’s rather
long and full of legal jargon, but I can give you a
general overview as we go through it.”

Her suspicion returns in a "ash. Tobias must
have really mishandled their !rst meeting.

“%ank you.” She takes the contract from
him and sits. “I’ll just skim through it !rst.”

“If you have the time.” His smile turns tight
at the edges. “It will take a few hours to get
through the whole thing.”

She gives him a smile of her own and
gestures to the edible rose bouquet. “Would you
like to sample the cupcakes while you wait?
%ey’re delicious.”

His surprised eyes move to the bouquet, as if
he hadn’t noticed it before. While he distractedly
investigates the cupcakes, I watch as she "ips
through the contract, watching for the moment
she reaches the part about the month allowance.
Succubi always like that part. %ey can live for a
few decades o$ what we give in compensation,
though most spend it on frivolous trinkets.
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Tobias pulls one of the cupcakes o$ its
plastic stem and passes it to me. My mouth
waters at the waft of sugar that rises from it, and
I peel o$ the wrapper to bite into the delicate
cake. It’s a perfect balance of sweet without
being too sweet, the frosting light and "u$y. I
!nished the cake then eye the one Tobias picks
at. He doesn’t eat sweets often, so he won’t
appreciate the quality of the treat.

I tear my gaze away from the temptation of
another cupcake to !nd the little succubus’s
lips twisted in displeasure, and I sigh,
anticipating the coming demand for more
money. We always bid low to leave room to
negotiate.

But then the angry "ush returns to her
cheeks, and she jerks to her feet. “What the…
%ere’s no way this contract is legal. I can’t pay
over twelve thousand dollars a week o$ a
bakery.” She waves the contract at us. “And
what’s with this demand that I move? I can’t
a$ord to move.”

Oh, she hasn’t even reached the part about
the monthly bonus, which will more than cover
that paltry sum.

Tobias leans a hip against the desk, focused
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on the cupcake in his hand. “Of course, you
can’t make that much from selling these things.”

“K&B Financial doesn’t take monetary
reimbursement from our demon clients,” I add,
since his answer fails to ease her anger.

Her eyes narrow. “What do you take for
payment instead?”

Tobias’s eyes heat, his voice taking on the
burn of volcanoes. “Payment is tailored to each
demon’s specialty.”

Her lips part in shock. “I’m not moving to a
whore house! I’m not a prostitute!”

“We’d never ask that, and we’re not saying
you are,” Tobias soothes. “If you keep reading
the contract, the payment is in energy draws. If
the condition I saw you in yesterday is anything
to go by, it actually bene!ts you to sign. You’re
obviously incapable of feeding yourself.”

I wince at his blunt assessment. %at’s not
going to go over well.

Right on cue, she sti$ens. “I don’t kill
humans.”

I hu$ in irritation and glare at Tobias,
silently telling him to shut up. For all his
warnings about scaring her away, he’s doing a
bang up job of doing that all on his own. “%is
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is a waste of time. We need to move on to
Plan B.”

Plan B, which takes any real choice away
from her.

“Give it time.” Tobias waves away my
suggestion, his attention on the succubus. “We’re
not asking you to feed on humans. As the
contract states, you’d move to our residence and
pull energy from us. Each draw would equate to
!ve thousand dollars.”

Usually, succubi jump at that. Free, powerful
meals, plus money. It’s an ideal o$er for their
kind.

“Let me get this straight.” She sets the
contract on the seat behind her before turning
back to us, her arms folding under her breasts.
“You want me to move into your house and pull
energy from you every week, and in return, you
give me the money to open my bakery.”

“%ere’s three of us.” Tobias frowns at the
small cake in his hand and sets it aside, untasted.
“But in very general terms, yes.”

She nods slowly. “Okay, well, in very general
terms, I came here for the chance to open a
bakery, not to become a whore. So, you can all
fuck o$.”
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I straighten in surprise. “You won’t get a
better o$er. In fact, if you want a loan, this is the
only o$er you’ll receive.”

She sco$s at my warning. “%ere are other
banks.”

“Not where you’re concerned.” Tobias’s eyes
bleed to black, the metallic taste of
thunderstorms thick in the air. He’s not used to
being turned down, and this will be the second
time by this succubus. “It’s a good bargain. You
should sign.”

A shiver ripples through her body, her lips
parting as she takes in a hungry breath. She
obviously needs to feed, but she’s rejecting the
feast set before her for some reason.

Interested now, I watch as her knees bend far
enough for her to retrieve her briefcase, her
weary eyes !xed on us. “I’m leaving.”

At the words, the ice I’ve held back breaks
loose, frost crackling along the desk’s surface. I
want her warmth, need it to hold back the ice
ages that live inside me. But I won’t chase,
not yet.

Instead, I hold her gaze. “You’ll come back.”
“Not in this lifetime.” She reaches the door
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and yanks it open. “Enjoy the cupcakes,
assholes.”

%e door slams behind her, and I shift my
focus to Tobias as I steal his abandoned cupcake.
“You scared her o$.”

Black eyes meet mine, Tobias barely
restraining the urge to chase after her. “Do you
approve?”

“I approve.” I peel the wrapper o$, and dip a
!nger into the purple frosting, watching as it ices
over. “On to Plan B?”

He gives a predatory smile, already eager for
the hunt. “By the time we’re done, there won’t
be any place left for her to run.”
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